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Forecasting is a vital tool to guide product development and launch, yet over three 
quarters of innovations are discontinued by the following year. Certainly, many of these 
products will have had value to offer consumers so why then did they fail? The question 
which is often neglected is whether consumers are able to recognise the value they are 
being offered. Do they even notice the innovation among the wide range of choices 
available to them? Does it communicate its benefits to them across the increasingly 
fragmented media landscape?

WWe believe that a key condition for success lies in making solid volume forecasts that not 
only identify whether the innovation adds value but also focus on understanding how 
consumers evaluate products and make purchase decisions.

Individual consumers, Individual consumers, by definition, vary. Innovation research needs to go further than a 
macro-view of potential sales volumes and take into account the individual characteristics 
of each buyer: their current behaviour in the category, their commitment to their current 
choices and curiosity for trying something new, their opportunity to encounter marketing 
communication and their appetite for promotional activities. 

Our individual Our individual by individual forecasting approach creates a virtual consumer panel from 
survey participants and matches this to the current market landscape. The Market Shaker 
model then uses machine learning to simulate a whole host of purchase outcomes for 
each consumer moment by moment over time and so creates tens of thousands of virtual 
consumers. In this way, it factors in the multiple different possible outcomes in each 
consumer’s behaviour (quantity, frequency, media habits etc.) and refines and re-refines 
these according to the probability of each outcome. Volumes are calculated for each 
consumer profile and a final cumulaticonsumer profile and a final cumulative forecast is produced. This approach ensures 
robust and reliable volume forecast and clarity on source of volumes. The forecast is 
broken down by period and according to the key launch variables (i.e. distribution, 
advertising, promotion etc.) to guide innovation planning.   

Wherever you are in the innovation process and whatever your launch objectives – 
entering new categories, extending existing lines or re-launching product/pack/price – 
machine learning micro-modelling truly accounts for how the innovation will fit into 
consumers’ individual purchase behaviour. It delivers more realistic forecasts, better 
direction on launch planning and that crucial go/no go decision.
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